Abstract: This paper demonstrates an ideal procedure to find the desirable bus location and operating power of distributed generation in radial power distribution system with the aid of unified particle swarm optimization algorithm. In general, an electrical power network economics primarily relies on the conductor line losses. Hence in the proposed study, the network active power loss is picked as the minimization problem, and it is reduced by incorporating optimum distributed energy source at appropriate buses using proposed unified particle swarm optimization algorithm. The system power loss is handled as the cost function for each particle in a swarm. The simulation analysis of the purposed procedure is successfully executed for different radial distribution system using MATLAB. The prosperous solutions achieved from the simulation studies manifest that the high level of system loss reduction and desirable bus voltage profile, when compared against earlier existing methods such as genetic algorithm, particle swarm optimization, and parameter improved particle swarm optimization.
Introduction
The power generated from the power station is dispersed to the various load consumers through transmission and distribution systems. It is substantially notable that the electrical power produced at the generating stations not levels with the load devoured by the customers, because of the small extent of energy loss occurred while the electrical power is sent to end customers. The most extreme rate of energy loss in an electric grid is due to transmission and distribution line losses. The apparent power loss of an AC transmission and distribution line is expressed in complex form I 2 (R+jX). On account of substantial resistance (R) to reactance (X) ratio characteristics of the radial distribution system (RDS) [1] , the primary component of the apparent power loss in an AC distribution line is real power loss. Since the resistance is a real portion of AC distribution line impedance, the resistive loss in an AC system equivalent to active power loss. The power line resistive loss reduction in an AC distribution system presumes an essential part in economic operation and planning of a complete power system. Thus the objective of the presented study is to reduce the real power loss of RDS. Distributed generation (DG) integration in RDS is experiencing rapid growth in lots of nations due to its availableness of various power sources like photovoltaic cells, fuel cells and wind energy conversation systems. DG is commonly integrated with a de-centralized fashion by the idea of micro-grid. A droop based advanced powersharing controller method for shunt connected voltage source inverters have been developed, and the proposed approach has an advantage of eliminating the data communication among the DGs [2, 3] .
Typically, the loss minimization problem in an electrical power network is very critical and most difficult tasks to solve. In this proposed study, active power supporting DG installed at suitable bus can reduce the power loss of the AC distribution network. Because the active power loss of an electrical system is directly proportional to the real part of the line current, an energy source producing active power can reduce the system loss. Thus, a DG producing active power (power generating station equipped with the solar cell or hydrogen fuel cell) installed at situation node of a distribution system can reduce the active power loss by minimizing the current withdrawn from the sub-station [4, 5] . Present days, the idea of integrating the active power delivering DGs in RDS has been increased in greater extent due to its smooth implementation and enhanced network performances [6] [7] [8] [9] . In light of the various favorable circumstances of DG incorporated system, the optimum rating and placing of DGs in a distribution system with the aid of naturally propelled artificial algorithms turn out to be more energizing and popular vogues in the domain of radial distribution network optimization and enhancement. The optimum sizing and placing of DGs in distribution network has been developed with the application of genetic algorithm (GA) [6, 7] . The GA based optimal DG placement in RDS has lots of superior advantage over the conventional methods, and it takes care of most essential problem limitations such as node voltage limits, security limits and generation limits. The cold load pick up methodology has been employed to identify the most suitable location of DGs for enhancing the bus voltage profile [8] . The multi-objective particle swarm optimization (MPSO) technique has been formulated to discover the optimum size and location of DGs with minimization of two fitness functions such as economic and pollution costs of DG [9] . Past two decades, many power system optimization problems have been solved with the application of artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms [10] [11] [12] [13] . Evolutionary programming method has been employed to identify the optimum location of TCSC and SVC in power system with cost function as active power loss minimization [10] . Some of the analysts have executed the use of AI methods to reduce the active power loss in RDS by installing DGs at appropriate buses [11] [12] [13] . The active power loss minimization has been considered as the fitness function to reconfiguration the large-scale RDS using improved tabu search algorithm (TSA) [11] . Ant colony search optimization (ACO) technique based radial network reconfiguration has been developed to minimize the system real power loss [12] . The optimum location and rating of DGs have been determined by utilizing both particle swarm optimization (PSO) and parameter improved PSO (PIPSO) techniques with real power loss as swarm cost function and the minimization problem considers power balance constraint, DG generation limit and node voltage limit [13] . Besides, it has been proved that the optimum DG placement in RDS using PSO and PIPSO algorithms have better loss reduction and fast convergence properties [13] . PSO algorithm has pulled many investigators' sights due to its effectuality and simplicity. PSO algorithm animated from the bird flocking and fish schooling, is a flexible, robust, population based optimization technique that are implemented by many researchers to solve the engineering problems as well as various power system problems [14] [15] [16] . Numerous advantages and usefulness of the PSO algorithm can be seen in many research studies when solving the engineering optimization problems [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] .
Unified Particle Swarm Optimization (UPSO) is an advanced method of PSO algorithm that harnesses the local and global variant of PSO, compounding their exploration and exploitation abilities without imposing additional requirements in terms of function evaluations. Preliminary studies have shown that UPSO can tackle efficiently different optimization problems [21, 22] . The performance of UPSO has been firstly analysed on four different engineering constrained optimization problems with the fitness function similar to the power loss function of the electrical power distribution system. The framework which have been analysed with UPSO are design of a tension/compression spring, design of a welded beam, design of a gear train, and design of a pressure vessel [21] .
Hence in this paper, UPSO is employed to find the desirable bus location and operating power of DGs in 33-bus and 69-bus power distribution systems. A real power loss minimization problem of distribution system is formulated using UPSO technique and the obtained results are compared to that of the GA, PSO and PIPSO algorithms, providing useful conclusions considering the effectiveness and proficiency of the proposed unified method.
After the introduction, a brief description of the DG placement problem colligated with its mathematical formulation is presented in Section 2, while in Section 3 explains the standard PSO and proposed UPSO algorithms. Simulation studies are presented in Section 4. Finally, the conclusion is drawn in Section 5. 
Problem formulation
It is manifested that the optimum power generation of DG at the desirable node can adequately decrease the active power loss of a radial distribution network [23] . Thus the objective of the presented work is gestated as active power loss minimization of distribution system, whose exact active power loss PL equation is represented as [24] ,
where rij & xij is the resistance and reactance of the power line connecting nodes i & j respectively; Zij is the impendence of the power line connectingnodes i & j; Vi & δi is the bus voltage magnitude & angle at node i respectively; Vj & δj is the bus voltage magnitude & angle at node j respectively; Pi and Qi the real & reactive power injected at node i respectively; Pj & Q= is the real and reactive power injected at node j respectively; n is the number of nodes in the system. Subjected to constraints,  Real and reactive power balance
where PGi & QGi is real & reactive power generated by DG at node i respectively; PDi & QDi is real & reactive power demand at node i respectively; Gij & Bij is the conductance & susceptance of the power line connecting nodes i & j respectively.
where PGkmin & PGkmax is minimum & maximum power production limits of DG k respectively.
 Bus voltage limits
where Vimin & Vimax is minimum & maximum voltage limits of bus i respectively.
Proposed methodology
A new technique has been confronted in this section to discern the desirable bus location and operating power of DGs in RDS. This method expends the invention of naturally invigorated optimization algorithm called UPSO for real loss reduction in the radial power system by discovering the best appropriate bus location and operating power of DGs. In addition to UPSO technique, a backward-forward sweep power flow algorithm has been utilized to estimate the line flows and bus voltage of the radial power system coordinated with DGs [25] . The conception and algorithmic steps of the proposed UPSO for active power loss reduction in radial power distribution network equipped with optimal DGs is exemplified in the successive sections.
Unified particle swarm optimization algorithm (UPSO)
PSO technique is fundamentally admonished from the behavioral attributes of natural drift developed individual in bird flocking or fish schooling. In 1995, the thought of PSO technique to resolve the engineering problem was developed by Eberhart and Kennedy [14] .
PSO technique investigates for global best solutions in an engineering optimization problem by working together with the particle in a population. Every individual in a population has prominent attributes of particle position and velocity. Theoretically, in an optimization problem, the particle's position 'x' and velocity 'v' is symbolized as working solution and step distance for successive iterations respectively.
For an optimization problem with 'N' decision variables, let 'm' be the particle's population size, then the i th particle's position and velocity can be signified as xi = [xi1, xi2, …, xiN] and vi = [vi1, vi2, …, viN] respectively. For every iteration, the position of i th particle is examined against its earlier optimal position. If the current position is better than the earlier optimum one, then it is officially appointed as the optimal local position for the corresponding particle, and it can be signified as pi = [pi1, pi2, …, piN]. The overall optimal solution between all individuals in a swarm is perceived as the optimal global solution with position vector pg = [pg1, pg2,…, pgN]. The i th particle's position and velocity for the successive iterations are modified by utilizing its present velocity and its step length between the optimal global position, and the optimal local position, the formula to amend the new position and velocity of the i th particle can be expressed as,
where ω is inertia weight; d is variable index; φ1=c1r1 & φ2=c2r2; c1 & c2 are two positive acceleration coefficients called social and cognitive agents respectively; both r1 & r2 are uniform distribution random variables on the interval [0, 1]; t is the iteration count.
By stretching the scope and though of PSO technique, UPSO algorithm was first formulated by Parsopoulos and Vrahatis [21, 22] , is a special version of PSO algorithm that controls the local and global parameters of PSO by compounding their discovery and development powers without enforcing extra duties when computing the fitness functions. This meliorated edition of UPSO technique can better both the local and global positions at the end of the iteration. Thus the proposed scheme requires less number of generation counts to achieve the globally best solution for any sort of optimization problems. The two parameters are employed in UPSO algorithm to achieve both the advantages of global and local particle's position updates. These two parameters can be expressed as follows,
where,G The two explore steps Eq. (11) and Eq. (12) are thus aggregated into a single form as,
where, r is uniform distribution random variable on the interval [0, 1], which adverted to unification factor that identifies the shapes of both local and global explore steps. Evidently, r = 0 and r = 1 corresponds to local and global parameters of PSO algorithm. The aim of the presented paper is the desirable bus location and operating power of DG in RDS with the aid of UPSO. The implementation of the proposed method is described in the following section.
Algorithmic procedure
The algorithmic steps to discover the desirable bus location and operating power rating of DGs in RDS are discussed in this section.
Let 'm' be the population size and 'N' be the number of decision variables in an optimization problem. For optimal DG placement and sizing problem, the number of DGs to be installed in a radial system is 'N/2'; such that, a set of 'N/2' variables to find optimal DG location and another set of 'N/2' variables to calculate the optimal DG operating power.
Step 1: Read RDS's load and line data.
Step 2: Select suitable values for UPSO coefficients and set iteration index as t = 1.
Step 3 Step 4: For particle i, consider DG (xi2) as negative load and locate at the bus (xi1).
Step 5: For particle i, execute backward/forward sweep power flow algorithm on radial distribution with DG to estimate line flows, node voltage and active power loss using Eq. (1). Specify the estimated active power loss as fitness value to i th particle. Again go to step 4 for all remaining particles.
Step 6: Find the local optimum position pi for i th particle and the global optimum position pg among all particles on the basis of the minimal cost function.
Step 7: Modify UPSO global and local parameters using Eq. (11) and Eq. (12).
Step 8: Carry out particle's velocity and position update using Eq. (13) and Eq. (14) respectively.
Step 9: Verify the modified particle's position meets the system constraints Eq. (5) any particles violate the limits, arbitrarily allocate the random solution to the violated position as in step 3; otherwise move to step 10.
Step 10: Whether the stopping conditions are met? i.e., is t == tmax?; if yes, optimum rating and position of DG in a network, and the load flow solutions are obtained; if no, increment iteration count, and go to step 4.
The two different bench networks are examined, and the simulation outcomes are detailed in the following section to prove the skilfulness and capability of the presented work.
Simulation results
The presented methodology has been validated in two power distribution systems, and the simulation results are compared against the earlier existing methods such as GA, PSO, and PIPSO [13] . The first test network is 33-bus IEEE RDS with the active power demand of 3.72 MW and reactive power demand of 2.3 MVAR [26] . The second test network is 69-bus IEEE distribution system with the active power demand of 3.8 MW and reactive power demand of 2.69 MVAR [27] .
Parameters utilized for simulation studies are, 
33-bus distribution system
The proposed method is simulated and demonstrated in 33-bus radial distribution network to find the optimal location and size of DG as per the algorithmic steps described in the previous section. The simulation outcomes obtained from the MATLAB environment is shown in Table 1 . It is seen that the presented method shows the quality and merits over the early available methods in view point of active power loss minimization, voltage enhancement and simulation time. The bus voltage comparison graph between the radial distribution network with and without DG is depicted in Fig. 1 . The convergence property of the proposed UPSO applied in 33-bus radial distribution network is presented in Fig. 2 . 
69-bus distribution system
The UPSO algorithm is verified for power loss minimization in 69-bus radial distribution network by incorporating DG delivery active power in appropriate node. The simulation outcomes in Table  2 , shows the optimum position and size of DG and percentage of real power loss reduction in 69-bus radial distribution network. It is manifests that the presented method gives better results and takes less simulation time to identify the optimal DG when compared against the existing methods. Therefore, the use of the presented algorithm can also be extended to bigger power systems. The bus voltage comparison graph between the 69-bus radial distribution network with and without DG is shown in Fig. 3 . The convergence property of the proposed UPSO employed in 69-bus radial distribution network is presented in Fig. 4 . Since, the presented edition of UPSO technique has improved local and global positions at the end of each generation. Thus the presented procedure takes very minimum number of iteration counts to obtain the optimal rating of DG in both 33-bus and 69-bus distribution systems. This can also clearly concluded from the table 1 and 2, the computational time taken to achieve the best solution of the presented UPSO method is much quicker than that of the existing algorithms such as GA, PSO and PISO. For both 33-bus and 69-bus test systems, the real power loss is also comparatively reduced in proposed UPSO technique when compared to existing methods. Similarly, the bus voltage profile of the system is also improved well in proposed UPSO method.
Conclusion
A method has been proposed to identify the optimum rating and location of DG in 33-bus and 69-bus IEEE radial power distribution systems with the aid of UPSO algorithm. The m-script has been coded and simulated in MATLAB environment. The outcomes obtained from the simulation studies manifest that the presented method has been superior in node voltage enhancement and active power loss minimization. It has been seen that the presented technique employing UPSO shows its master quality and benefits against the earlier existing algorithms such as GA, PSO, and PIPSO in the viewpoint of active power loss minimization, voltage enhancement and simulation time. Therefore in future work, the presented method can be extended to bigger power distribution network to find the optimum rating and position of DG. Similarly, the presented scheme can also be extended to multi DG placement for better loss reduction.
